Blue House Yard
Workspaces for Jan Katine K Automatic have been self-built in a spirit of experimentation and prototyping.
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Blue House Yard was the center of the own office’s High Street workshop. Blue House Yard is a collaboration of over-creative architects, a very modern and a luxury home, among other local artists and professionals. The house project is an example of self-organized city development. The house incorporates and explores new forms of residential and working lives. Blue House Yard is a prototype for a new type of urban setting, leading standards and inspiring other.
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In order to achieve an innovative design that redefines the traditional house for Blue House Yard, the architects took into consideration the urban needs of creative spaces. High Street Woods, the project that maintained, was the first floor of a building and reflects the desire to design the space of starting office and housing local businesses and for the next years to be able to accommodate a creative community.
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Each space has been designed to act as a prototype for new community-based housing models in order to grow. The project will be a public art space, an event space and a creative space where a creative community can evolve. The vision for the future involves the creation of a community-driven housing model, fully designed and built by the community itself. As the project continues, the versatile workspace and versatile yard, the project is beginning to resemble a creative community.
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